Does this look familiar?
Tired of cleaning out clogged
gutters like these?

BEFORE

Eliminate the messy hassle of
cleaning clogged gutters by having
an attractive and affordable
RAINTRAP® S-LOCK
GUTTER PROTECTION
system professionally installed on
your existing or new gutters today!

AFTER

Many additional colors available.

WHITE

ALMOND

CLAY

LT. BRONZE/
TERRATONE

ROYAL
BROWN

MUSKET
BROWN

GRAY

WICKER

BLACK

ACTUAL COLORS MAY VARY
FROM THESE SAMPLES
www.raintrap.net
YOUR RAINTRAP® APPLICATOR IS:

HAVE THE RAINTRAP®
S-LOCK GUTTER
PROTECTION SYSTEM
INSTALLED ON YOUR HOME
AND ELIMINATE HAZARDOUS
GUTTER CLEANING!

WHY INSTALL
RAINTRAP® S-LOCK
ON YOUR HOME?

GREAT LOOKS &
PERFORMANCE!!!

RAINTRAP®
ADVANTAGES
1. Is available in many colors to blend well
with your roof and gutters.
2. Adapts to a variety of gutter and roof
combinations.
3. Made of rigid metal that resists buckling
and prevents birds and squirrels from
chewing through them.
4. Will not clog or collapse like screens
or plastic guards.
5. Has a smooth surface so debris will
slide off.

Prevents trash from clogging
gutters or gutter guards.
The appealing low profile design
has an attractive clean look.
NO more hazardous gutter
cleaning—Nothing larger than
3
/32” can enter your gutters.
Helps prevents water damage to
your home’s exterior and
foundation.
Helps control the mosquito
population.

A = New! Exclusive drip guard
channel, doubles as an optional deicing coil retainer.
B = The leading radius uses surface
tension to draw water into the slots
C = The opening is only 3/32” - keeping out any significant debris
D = The trailing radius
eliminates any sharp edges so
leaves slide off

6. Is secured without fastening to the roof
so it does not violate your roof
warranty.
7. Does not have a flat or recessed surface
which will collect trash.
8. Handles larger volumes of water than
most other systems.
9. Openings on the top surface are small
enough to keep significant trash from
entering the gutter, but large enough
to prevent tree sap, dirt and mold from
clogging the cover.
10. Fits securely around end caps to keep
small birds and rodents from nesting in
your gutters.

